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Abstract. Previous studies on extracting class attributes from unstructured text
consider either Web documents or query logs as the source of textual data. Web
search queries have been shown to yield attributes of higher quality. However,
since many relevant attributes found in Web documents occur infrequently in
query logs, Web documents remain an important source for extraction. In this
paper, we introduce Bootstrapped Web Search (BWS) extraction, the first ap-
proach to extracting class attributes simultaneously from both sources. Extraction
is guided by a small set of seed attributes and does not rely on further domain-
specific knowledge. BWS is shown to improve extraction precision and also to
improve attribute relevance across 40 test classes.

1 Introduction

Class attributes capture quantifiable properties (e.g., hiking trails, entrance fee and el-
evation), of given classes of instances (e.g., NationalPark), and thus potentially serve
as a skeleton towards constructing large-scale knowledge bases automatically. Previous
work on extracting class attributes from unstructured text consider either Web docu-
ments [1] or query logs [2] as the extraction source. In this paper, we develop Boot-
strapped Web Search (BWS), a method for combining Web documents and query logs
as textual data sources that may contain class attributes. Web documents have textual
content of higher semantic quality, convey information directly in natural language
rather than through sets of keywords, and contain more raw textual data. In contrast,
search queries are usually ambiguous, short, keyword-based approximations of often-
underspecified user information needs. Previous work has shown, however, that extrac-
tion from query logs yields significantly higher precision than extraction from Web
documents [2].

BWS is a generic method for multiple-source class attribute extraction that allows for
corpora with varying levels of extraction precision to be combined favorably. It requires
no supervision other than a small set of seed attributes for each semantic class. We
test this method by combining query log and Web document corpora, leveraging their
unique strengths in order to improve coverage and precision. Using BWS, extracted
attributes from classes pertaining to various domains of interest to Web search users
yield accuracy exceeding current state of the art using either Web documents or search
queries alone.
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2 Bootstrapping Web Extraction

Multiple-source extraction is outlined in Section 2.1 and applied to a corpus of relevant
textual documents constructed from top Web search results, as described in Section 2.2.

2.1 Combining Multiple Data Sources

Significant previous work has been done on attribute extraction across a wide variety of
data sources, e.g. news reports, query logs and Web documents. If extraction from such
domains yields high precision results, intuitively it should be possible to obtain even
more accurate attributes using a combination of data sources. Such a procedure may
also help mitigate the particular biases inherent to each of the source text distributions.

We consider the general problem of extracting and ranking a set of candidate at-
tributes A using a ranked list of (possibly noisy) seed attributes S. The only assumption
placed on S is that better attributes occur earlier than spurious attributes on average,
e.g. the first five attributes are assumed to have higher average precision than the first
100. S is then used to rank a set of candidate attributes A extracted from a different
source. Although the new supervision targets S are inherently noisy, there is neverthe-
less significant benefit to increasing the total amount of supervision available.

Naive approaches that use fixed number of attributes from S are not optimal because
the increased noise lowers the average precision of the highest ranked attributes. In
order to leverage noisy supervision, we introduce a simple one-parameter smoothing
procedure that builds on the assumption that a seed’s rank is proportional to its preci-
sion. The candidate attributes are ranked accordingly, weighting attributes higher when
they are more similar to a large number of the most precise seed attributes. Intuitively,
a candidate attribute a ! A should be ranked highly overall if it has a high average
similarity to the most precise seed attributes. That is, an attribute’s rank should take
into account the average ranks of the seeds to which it is most similar.

The specific ranking algorithm used in this paper is detailed in Figure 1. Given A,
the unordered set of extracted candidate attributes for class C, and S, the set of (noisy)

Require: ! ! (0,"), A is a set of unranked candidate at-
tributes, and " is a vector of ranks at which to calculate
#.

1: "0 # 0
2: Aranked # []
3: for i in 1..|"| do
4: calculate #a("i) for all a ! A
5: for k in 1..

("i!"i!1)
# do

6: anew # arg maxa"A [#a("i)]
7: A # A\anew

8: Aranked # Aranked $ anew

9: end for
10: end for

Fig. 1. Bootstrapped extraction procedure
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ranked seed attributes for class C extracted from a different source, each attribute a ! A
is assigned a class-specific extraction profile,

!a(s) def=
1
s

s!

i=0

Sim(a,Si),

equal to its average similarity function Sim over the top s < |S| total seeds. Given a
set of candidate attributes and their associated extraction profiles, a ranked list Aranked

is constructed incrementally. At each step s < |S|, the top " attributes ranked by their
average similarity to the top s seeds, !a(s), are added to Aranked, and removed from A.

It is possible to take s ! N, s < |S|, however each evaluation of !a(s) requires O(s)
similarity calculations, and hence O(|A||S|2) operations would be required to rank all
candidate attributes. Although |S| is effectively bounded by the number of relevant seed
attributes, this computation can be time-consuming in practice. Thus, for efficiency we
calculate !a at a discrete set of seed levels, # = [5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 100], where, e.g.
#2 = 10. Aranked is then constructed recursively, and at each step the top (#s " #s!1)/"
attributes ranked by !(#s) are added to Aranked (skipping duplicates). The parameter "
controls how strongly attribute ranking should prefer to emphasize the number of seeds
over the list rank; as " # $, more seeds are used on average to score each attribute.
Intuitively, this method works because each seed level has a different peak where the
best results are obtained. By adjusting ", we can construct a list of attributes with high
precision across all ranks.

2.2 Extraction from Relevant Web Documents

As a specific application of combining multiple textual data sources for attribute extrac-
tion, we use attributes extracted from query logs in [3] as noisy supervision for finding
attributes in relevant Web documents. Web documents relevant to a particular class
are found by performing search queries for each instance of that class and collecting
the top documents returned. This approach is novel and is hypothesized to yield bet-
ter attributes than untargeted documents precisely because of the increase in relevancy.
There are three main phases: 1) document acquisition and noun-phrase extraction (Sec-
tion 2.2), 2) context vector generation (Section 2.2) and 3) attribute ranking (Section
2.2). Figure 2 summarizes the approach taken, using the class Actor as an example.

Noun Phrase Extraction. Relevant documents for a class C are obtained by collecting
the top D documents returned from performing a Web search for each instance I !
C, where the query is taken simply as the instance name, e.g. Jet Li and Mel Gibson
become search queries in Figure 2.

Non-textual data is removed from the document and part-of-speech tagging is run
on the resulting plain text. All base noun phrases occurring in the top D documents for
each instance search query I ! C are extracted along with n-gram contexts and used
as candidate attributes for the class C.

Base noun phrases are identified heuristically as sequences of one or more words
tagged as noun (NN) or proper noun (NNS), and may contain leading adjectives (JJ;
e.g. physical appearance) or “of” (e.g. date of birth). In order to find generic attributes,
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Fig. 2. Overview of the Web-search seed-based extraction procedure

modifiers within base noun phrases are iteratively discarded, and the resulting phrases
are added to the pool of extracted attributes (e.g. physical appearance would also gen-
erate appearance). In addition, candidate attributes are also filtered if they occur fewer
than Tmin times in the document corpus.

Context Vector Generation. Each time a noun phrase is extracted, a corresponding
pattern is generated, consisting of the n-gram context to the immediate left (pattern
prefix) and right (pattern postfix) of the noun phrase, stopping at the end or beginning
of the sentence. In all results reported in this paper, 3-gram patterns (i.e. three words to
the left and right of the noun phrase) are used.

Each extracted pattern is used as a basis for generating more generic patterns by
taking the original extracted pattern and replacing occurrences of words tagged NNP
(proper noun) and CD (number) with generic symbols. All combinations of possible
replacements are added. Furthermore, if the instance that generated the document result
is found within the pattern it is replaced with a generic instance symbol. Such replace-
ment results in higher-coverage patterns that may relate the extracted noun phrases to
the instance. Finally, to improve targeting, only patterns containing at least one of the
part-of-speech tags POS, IN and VB are retained; all other patterns are discarded.

All attributes (both candidate and seed) can now be represented as context vectors,
capturing the distribution over n-gram contexts. Context vectors are computed sepa-
rately for each class and simply contain counts of the number of times context X was
extracted for attribute A in any Web document associated with class C.

Attribute Ranking. Once context vectors based on pattern counts are generated for
each seed and candidate attribute, distance can be computed using various measures of
similarity. In this paper we employ Jaccard’s coefficient [4],

Jac(Xa, Xs)
def=

|Xa % Xs|
|Xa & Xs|

,

where Xa is the set of contexts for the candidate attribute, Xs is the set of contexts
for the seed attribute, and | · | denotes set cardinality. Jaccard’s coefficient measures
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the ratio of shared context vectors to total context vectors covered by the two attributes.
Candidate attributes for each class are then ranked by their average similarity to the seed
attributes for that class. Jaccard’s coefficient is simple to compute and yields attribute
rankings that are robust to small changes in the underlying extraction method.

3 Experimental Setup

Section 3.1 introduces the five extraction methods compared in this paper, Section 3.2
gives the parameter settings, Section 3.3 gives an overview of the class instances un-
derlying our attribute extraction results, Section 3.4 describes the query logs and Web
document corpora used in this study and Section 3.5 discusses our evaluation method.

3.1 Experimental Runs

In this paper, we compare five different attribute extraction systems, covering several
combinations of extraction methods and corpora:

1. WD (Web Document based extraction) – This method uses a fixed set of linguis-
tically motivated surface patterns (e.g. “the A of I” or “I’s A” for instance I and
attribute A) combined with a pre-specified set of instance classes to extract at-
tributes from a Web-based textual corpus [3]. Attributes for a class C are extracted
whenever a specific pattern is matched with an instance I ! C .

2. QP (Query logs using Patterns) – This method uses the same procedure as WD,
but is applied to query logs instead of Web documents, yielding higher precision in
practice [2].

3. QL (Query Logs using seeds) – A set of 5 manually specified seed attributes for
each class are used to automatically extract patterns (syntactic contexts) that con-
tain a seed and an instance from the same class. These patterns are then used to
find other candidate attributes, i.e. non-seed noun-phrases that match the extracted
patterns. These candidate attributes are then ranked based on their similarity across
all contextual patterns (as discussed in Section 2.2). This method produces signifi-
cantly more precise attributes than QP [3].

4. WS (Web Search extraction) – The first novel method proposed in this paper; at-
tributes are extracted from relevant documents returned from search queries (see
Section 2.2).

5. BWS (Bootstrapped Web Search extraction) – The second method proposed in this
paper; it uses the top 100 high-precision attributes extracted with QL as additional
supervision for WS, as outlined in Section 2.1.

3.2 Extraction Parameters

In all results reported here, the BWS smoothing parameter " is set " = 0.75, the seed
levels # specifying when !a(·) is calculated are set at # = [5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 100], the
number of documents returned for each instance query D = 200, and the noun-phrase
filtering threshold Tmin is set to 20.
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3.3 Classes of Instances

Extraction specificity is controlled via a set of instance clusters (corresponding to se-
mantic classes) for which we wish to obtain attributes. Obtaining such collections has
been studied extensively in previous work [5,6,7]. In this paper we use 40 classes cho-
sen manually to have broad coverage.

One possible source of bias that we do not attempt to control for in this paper might
be termed instance class bias. Such bias can manifest itself in several ways, for ex-
ample when the instance coverage is too narrow to fully contain the target class (e.g.
VideoGame is skewed significantly towards recent games) or more subtly when only a
few instances in the class are common and the rest are uncommon, e.g. as in the case of
Religion.

3.4 Textual Data Sources

Our Web documents corpus is procured by retrieving the top 200 search results for each
instance using Google and removing all non-html documents. Non-textual elements
(e.g. html, javascript) are also removed, and part-of-speech tagging is performed using
the TnT tagger [8]. The total (compressed) size of the corpus is over 16GB. The query
log data is taken from a random sample of anonymized English queries submitted to
Google. The sample contains approximately 50 million queries and frequency counts.

3.5 Evaluation Methodology

During evaluation, each candidate attribute extracted for a class is hand-labeled as one
of three categories: vital, okay and wrong (cf. [9]). Vital attributes should appear in
any complete list of attributes for the target class; okay attributes are useful but non-
essential; wrong attributes are incorrect. These categories are converted into numerical
scores in order to calculate the overall precision of attributes extracted for that class
(vital=1.0, okay=0.5 and wrong=0.0). Although time-consuming, in order to reduce the
effects of human error and bias all labels are checked by a second independent judge.

4 Evaluation Results

Our main results are two-fold. First, extraction from top Web search results yields
higher attribute precision than fixed-pattern Web extraction, but has lower precision
than extraction from queries, confirming similar results using untargeted Web corpora
[3]. Second, the noisy attributes extracted from query logs can be used as additional
seed targets for Web search extraction, yielding better precision than either method in-
dividually.

4.1 Precision

A plot of average precision over all classes for the five extraction methods is given in the
upper left-hand graph in Figure 3 and breakdowns over a sample of the 40 classes are
shown in the remaining five graphs. Overall these results show that the novel Web ex-
traction method using relevant documents (WS) yields higher precision attributes than
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Fig. 3. Average precision plot over all 40 classes and individual precision plots for 8 specific
classes

Table 1. Comparative precision of attributes, as well as recall of vital attributes relative to QL,
measured at ranks 5, 10, 20 and 50 in the ranked lists of attributes extracted by various methods

Method Precision (%) Relative Recall (%)
5 10 20 50 5 10 20 50

QP 76.3 72.1 64.3 53.1 5.3 11.2 19.2 31.3
QL 96.5 90.9 85.6 76.5 11.6 23.5 44.3 100
WD 56.5 53.5 50.4 41.8 2.1 3.5 6.7 11.9
WS 96.5 78.3 62.5 43.6 9.3 11.6 13.7 17.8
BWS 97.8 94.8 88.3 76.5 9.3 21.0 41.8 76.1

standard extraction from Web documents (WD), but still significantly underperforms
the query-log based extraction (QL), due to the increased noise inherent to web pages.
However, BWS yields higher precision than QL at most ranks in the ranked lists of
attributes, gaining up to a 42% reduction in error (at rank 10 in Table 1).

4.2 Analysis of Extracted Attributes

The top 10 attributes extracted using BWS are shown in Table 2. For comparison, at-
tributes that also returned among the top 10 results using QL are italicized. Impor-
tant novel attributes include atomic number for ChemicalElem and exchange rates for
Currency.
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Table 2. Top ten attributes extracted using BWS on a subset of the 40 evaluation classes; attributes
also found in the top 10 in QL are shown in italics

Class Attributes

Actor career, age, awards, height, weight, birthplace, life, date of birth, filmography, profile
AircraftModel weight, length, fuel capacity, wing span, history, specifications, photographs, fuel consumption, cost, price
BasicFood size, color, taste, calories, nutrition, nutritional value, allergies, nutritional information, ingredients, nu-

trients
CarModel transmission, acceleration, top speed, gearbox, gas mileage, owners manual, transmission problems, en-

gine type, mpg, reliability
ChemicalElem symbol, atomic number, mass, classification, atomic structure, freezing point, discovery date, number,

physical properties, atomic weight
Company headquarters, chairman, location, ceo, stock price, company profile, corporate office, president, parent

company, stock quote
Country president, area, population, flag, economy, religion, climate, geography, culture, currency
Currency country, exchange rates, symbol, purchasing power, currency converter, currency conversion, currency ex-

change, subunit, sign, abbreviation
Drug side effects, dosage, price, color, withdrawal symptoms, mechanism of action, mechanism, dangers, over-

dose, dose
Empire ruler, size, collapse, founding, location, definition, chronology, downfall, kings, end
Hurricane damage, strength, date, death toll, track, destruction, wind speed, statistics, history, storm surge
Movie director, cast, producer, genre, crew, synopsis, official site, release date, script, actors
Painter paintings, biography, birthplace, works, artwork, bibliography, autobiography quotations, quotes, biogra-

phies
Religion gods, beliefs, message, origin, teachings, principles, practices, influences, doctrines, tenets
River tributaries, location, mouth, length, source, headwaters, depth, width, origin, gradient
SearchEngine quality, speed, market share, number of users, reliability, number, mission statement, phone book,

algorithms, video search
SoccerClub league, titles, head coach, capacity, managers, official website, chairman, official site, tours, flags
TerroristGroup attacks, leader, goals, meaning, leadership, website, photos, definition, members, organization
Treaty countries, date, ratification, clauses, purpose, definition, summary, cons, members, provisions
University alumni, dean, research areas, number of students, department of psychology, career center, department,

number, location, logo
VideoGame platform, genre, price, creator, official site, website, system requirements, concept art, cheats, reviews
Wine vintage, style, color, taste, wine reviews, cost, style of wine, wine ratings, fermentation, aging
WorldWarBattle date, result, location, combatants, images, importance, summary, timeline, casualties, survivors

Table 3. Top 10 examples of attributes found in the top 50 results from BWS, but not in the top
100 for QL on a subset of the 40 classes

Class Attributes

Actor politics, sexuality, movie roles, official website, favorites, life story, marriages, cause, autobiography,
height

AircraftModel airplanes, seat map, length, seat configuration, maiden flight, facts, landing gear, price, production, cockpit
BasicFood photo, origin, picture, carbohydrates, taste, calories, carbs, fiber, glycemic index, nutrition facts
CarModel alternator, gas tank, clutch, fuel gauge, performance parts, recalls, fuel pump, headlights, modifications,

ignition switch
Company stock price, offices, general counsel, organizational structure, board of directors, code, founder, corporate

social responsibility, company profile, operations
Country weather, climate, land use, ethnic groups, people, precipitation, terrain, state, culture, current events
Drug adverse effects, symptoms, abuse, price, recall, definition, volume, dangers, overdose, impotence
Empire culture, beginning, government, kings, religions, flag, architecture, rulers, definition, trade routes
Movie author, script, main characters, plot, posters, actors, clips, climax, release date, screenplay
Religion holy days, origin, diet, basics, rituals, world, tenets, signs, cosmology, hierarchy
University campus map, mascot, online courses, board of trustees, job openings, library catalog, faculty, homepage,

dean, library
VideoGame reviews, instruction manual, guide, review, similar games, prices, updates, system requirements, platform,

world map
Wine region, flavor, body, characteristics, franc, health benefits, vintage, vintage chart, year, red blends
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Table 4. List of extracted attributes that appear in the top 50 results from QL, but not in BWS on
a subset of the 40 classes

Class Attributes

Actor photogallery, life biography, vital statistics, ethnic background, b— pics, birthdate, hair colour, chat room,
hairdos, movie list

AircraftModel roll out, air new zealand, seat plan, best seats, seating layout, seating chart, drawing, interior photos, for
sale, cross section

BasicFood mercury level, nutritional data, calorie count, serotonin, growth stages, vitamin k, uric acid, tryptophan,
selective breeding, fat grams

CarModel gt specs, stalling, electrical, cooling system, tsb, overheating, radio removal, consumer report, maintenance
schedule, towing capacity

Company contact us, marketing strategies, tsunami donation, corporate address, stock performance, financial ratios,
hoovers, 2004 annual report, company overview, store locator

Country gnp, population distribution, landforms, physical features, national sport, national bird, national symbols,
goverment, population pyramid, royal family

Drug pediatric dosing, health benefits, annual sales, therapeutic index, teratogenicity, generic equivalent, con-
traindications, halflife, structural formula, recreational use

Empire weaknesses, accomplishments, economics, fashion, atlas, inventions, contributions, photos, world map,
picture

Movie colouring pages, historical accuracy, free music downloads, soundboards, film location, cast list, character
names, plot line, free clipart, behind the scenes

Religion tenants, supreme being, holy cities, creation story, holy sites, rites of passage, early history, historical
events, demographics, sacred symbols

University graduation 2005, hillel, webcam, school colors, t - shirts, speech pathology, department of english, tuition
costs, desktop wallpaper, campus photos

VideoGame serial key, desktop theme, minimum spec, nocd crack, pc walkthrough, game walk through, walk thru,
cheats for pc, cheat sheet, download demo

Wine sartori, pilgrim, poached pears, fat bastard, mark west, acacia, toasted head, tommasi, attar, shelf life

The top 10 attributes extracted using BWS not found in the top 100 query log results
are listed for a representative sample of the 40 classes in Table 3. Likewise, Table 4
shows the top 10 attributes extracted in QL but not found in the top 50 BWS.

As a tractable alternative to manually enumerating all attributes for each target class,
attribute coverage was computed relative to a manually collected reference set, con-
sisting of those attributes labeled as vital in the top 50 QLresults (Figure 1). BWS
shares 65% of its top 50 attributes with the top 50 from its seed source QL. However,
it shares over 76% of QL’s vital attributes, indicating that the filtering taking place is
biased towards more relevant attributes. A total of 13% of the attributes generated are
completely novel, not found anywhere within the top 100 query log results. This result
indicates that a major benefit of BWS is not only its ability to extract novel attributes,
but also its ability to re-rank attributes already found by QL, giving incorrect attributes
lower ranks.

4.3 Domain Specificity

Web domains that consistently produce good attributes for one class typically do not
yield useful attributes for any other classes. Even websites like wikipedia.org do
not consistently yield good attributes across multiple classes. Of the 231 unique do-
mains that generated only “good” attributes in the top 50 results, only 9 of them occur
in more than class (7 occurring in exactly two classes and the remaining 2 occurring
in 4). Thus, a site’s attribute quality is highly dependent on the class being consid-
ered. This result highlights the difficulty of implementing generic attribute extraction
methods that yield high precision across many classes, and sheds insight into why WS
outperforms WD.

wikipedia.org
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5 Related Work

Class instance extraction is necessary as an intermediate step towards automatically
building knowledge bases, and is in particular important for relation and attribute ex-
traction [10,11]. Instances have been extracted by iterating using a few seed extraction
rules [12], by mining named entities from comparable news articles [13] or multilin-
gual corpora [14], and by bootstrapping [15]. Experimental results from [16] indicate
that named entity recognizers can boost the performance of weakly supervised extrac-
tion of class instances, but only for a few coarse-grained types such as Person and only
if they are simpler to recognize in text [16]. By adding the five best items extracted from
1700 text documents to the seed set after each iteration, 1000 semantic lexicon entries
are collected after 200 iterations in [17]. In [18], handcrafted extraction patterns are
applied to a collection of 60 million Web documents to extract instances of the classes
Company and Country. The output type of such previous studies consists of sets of class
instances given seed instances, rather class attributes given seed attributes.

Significant previous literature exists in attribute extraction. In [19], attributes and
other knowledge is acquired from Web users who explicitly specify it by hand. In
contrast, we collect attributes automatically from unstructured text. Several studies
[1,3,20,21,22] attempt to acquire attributes from Web documents. In [1], handcrafted
lexico-syntactic patterns are applied to unstructured text within a small collection of
Web documents. The resulting attributes are evaluated through a notion of question an-
swerability, wherein an attribute is judged to be valid if a question can be formulated
about it. Our evaluation is stricter: many attributes, such as long term uses and users for
the class Drug, are marked as wrong in our evaluation, although they would easily pass
the question answerability test (e.g., “What are the long term uses of Prilosec?”) used
in [1]. In [3], target classes are similarly specified as sets of representative instances and
attributes are collected by applying hand-written patterns to unstructured text. In [20],
a general-purpose search engine is used to identify potentially useful Web documents
for attributes extraction (similar to WD). Unlike our approach, [20] perform extraction
on structured text and report significantly lower performance (49% accuracy at rank 50
vs. 76% for our system).

The method introduced in [21] acquires attributes as well as associated values from
structured text within Web documents. Queries are submitted to general-purpose search
engines and the top search resulting content is analyzed. Besides using structured rather
than unstructured text, there are a few key differences. First, the search queries issued
are based on hand-written templates using the label of the target class, e.g., “lists of
movies” for the class Movie. Our simple, instance-based search queries constitute a
more flexible approach. Second, another set of hand-written patterns is employed to
filter out spurious candidate attributes. In our approach, a single scoring function is
applied to all candidate attributes with no post-filtering, potentially increasing coverage.

Finally, attributes can be considered relations between objects in the given class, and
also between objects from other classes. Thus extracting attributes allows for gauging
existing methods for extracting semantic relations [18,23] and also for acquiring rela-
tions themselves.
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6 Conclusion

Extracting attributes from documents on the Web is difficult due to the presence of
noise, however such sources are significantly more content rich than other, more high-
precision attribute sources such as query logs. In this paper we develop a conceptually
simple seed-based method for leveraging high-precision low-coverage attribute sources
(e.g. query logs) in order to improve extraction from high-coverage low-precision
sources such as Web documents. This approach yields significantly higher precision
than previous methods (both Web and query-log based) and furthermore improves cov-
erage by mitigating the “search bias” inherent in query-log based extraction.
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